STEP 1 :VERIFY THAT YOUR PROBLEM IS WITH THE RADEON GRAPHICS PROCESSOR (DGPU)
 2011 Macbook Pro and other models contain a Radeon Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) chip that is prone to failure. It will exhibit colored lines or other screen artifacts, refuse to boot, and freeze for no apparent reason. This is a mass defect and is applicable to every 2011 15" and 17" ever produced. If you have one of those models, you have this problem. No other models are applicable to this specific tool.

STEP 2 : MODIFY THE STARTUP (BOOT) SOFTWARE (CALLED EFI) TO TELL IT TO DEACTIVATE THE RADEON GPU.
The software that is the first to run after you push the Power Button  (or Restart) is called EFI (Extensible Firmware Interface) You can not access this software from OSX, but it can be done from a Linux Operating System. Therefore the next step is to create a bootable USB drive that will run Ubuntu on your computer despite the Radeon failure. To do this you will need a working Mac or Windows PC which is connected to the Internet (you probably have a friend with one, if yours won't run) and a blank USB Drive of 8 Gb or more. Carry out the following:

1. Prepare the USB Drive - Plug the USB Drive into a port on the working computer. Open the app "Disk Utility" (found under Utilities in the Applications Folder. On the list of drives on the left side, click on the blank USB drive VERY CAREFULLY !! You do NOT want to erase one of your other disks! Click "Erase" and then on that screen select MBR FAT32 or FAT as the Disk format (not NTFS or GPT). Enter your preference for a name ( I used "LinuxBoot") Click Erase. Close Disk Utility - you are finished with it. 

2. Download our repair software - It contains the Linux OS and will enable you to carry out the software modification with two simple commands. Download our software and you will find it in your Downloads Folder - it is called "2011Pack.zip" This is a compressed file which is 1.58 Gb in size, so it might take a while to load, depending on the speed of your internet connection. Click on it and your system's unzip expansion software will produce a Folder called "2011Pack" You can use it from there, or you might want to move this folder out of downloads - perhaps to the desktop during the procedure.

3. One of the files in the Folder 2011Pack 2 is called "Unetbootin-mac-657.dmg" Click on this file and you will create a Disk Image called UNetbootin. Click on this Drive Icon and you will open a window containing an icon for "unetbootin.app" Click on that icon and it will open a small window. On the lower left, select the button called "Diskimage". The next box should be set to "ISO" Then go to the right to the small box with three dots (a "Browse" symbol). Click on that and use the window that appears, to navigate to the "ubuntu-16.04.3-desktop-amd64" which will be in your 2011Pack 2 Folder. Click on that file and it will appear in the required box on the unetbootin window. Enter the type (USB Drive) and name that you gave your drive (or the disk utility assigned name which you can find in About this Mac) in the boxes shown, and then click OK. This will load the required files onto your USB drive.

4. Add our modification software to the USB Drive Files -  Drag a copy of the "grub.cfg" file from the 2011Pack 2 Folder into the USB drive file boot>grub Folder. It will say that there is already an older file by that name, do you want to replace it? Answer Yes. Then drag the file RadeonDisable.sh from the 2011Pack 2 Folder into the USB, onto the base list of files (the root file). When you are finished it should appear on the first list when the USB is opened.

5. On the faulty machine, boot from the USB Drive -To do this, power off the faulty machine and plug in the prepared USB Drive. Power on while holding down the "Alt/Option" key until the images of the startup drives appear. The USB will show up as "EFI Boot" Click on it to select it, then click on the up arrow that appears under it. You can ignore the screen artifacts - this software will start up despite the faulty GPU. On the startup screen, the top menu item is "Try Ubuntu without installing" Click on that and give Ubuntu a few moments to load.

6. Use Ubuntu to modify the computer's EFI file - When Ubuntu has completed loading, simultaneously press the keys "Control, Alt/Option and T" This will produce a terminal screen, with a blinking cursor awaiting your entry. Type in 

cd /cdrom

 then press Enter/Return. Now type in 

sudo ./RadeonDisable.sh

Press Enter/Return again. Pay attention to all of the spaces and dots in these entries. (Note - .sh files are unix (linux) shell executable files - this one makes a number of changes and entries in the EFI  boot files of your computer) When completed, there will be a couple of messages about the dangers of modifying EFI, but just follow the process on the screen. When finished, shut down by clicking on the gear symbol in the top right corner of the screen, then selecting "Shut Down". You have completed Step 2, modifying the EFI boot software for your Mac.

STEP 3. REMOVE THE POWER FROM THE RADEON GPU UNIT

The next step is to remove power from the Radeon chip. Some failure modes of the chip can continue to cause problems even after it is disabled by the software changes you have completed. In addition, it draws a lot of power from the battery and since it is no longer in service, removing the power feed will increase battery life and your whole machine will run cooler. Heat is one of the main enemies of semiconductors.
Power is supplied to the Radeon chip through a 1 ohm (essentially a short circuit) resistor identified as R8911 on the Mac schematic. https://realmacmods.com/macbook-2011-radeon-gpu-disable/ has detailed information on location and removal. It contains photos and schematics.

You will need to disconnect the battery and then remove the r8911 resistor from the logic board.  


A special thanks to user Ted Strain for writing out these additional instructions based on his experience.

